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For each integer p ~>5 of the form p = 2 m + 2" with 0 ~< n < m, there exist six 
related pairs ofcounterexamples to the digraph reconstruction conjecture, including 
a pair of tournaments. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The graph reconstruction conjecture is certainly one of the most 
tantalizing open problems in graph theory. Although Ulam [10] posed the 
problem in terms of metric spaces, it was quickly translated into the 
following equivalent graph theoretic version. 
CONJECTURE. If G and G* are two graphs with p >t 3 points, and if there 
exists a one-to-one mapping a from the points of G onto those of G* such 
that the point-deleted subgraphs G - v and G* - a(v) are isomorphic for all 
points v of  G, then G is isomorphic to G*. 
Through a slight shift in viewpoint suggested by Harary [3], the 
conjecture asserts that any graph with at least three points can be uniquely 
determined by its point-deleted subgraphs, whence the name reconstruction 
conjecture. For our purposes here, however, the formulation given above is 
the most convenient. A vast amount of information about the conjecture, its 
generalizations and partial solutions is contained in the excellent survey 
articles of Nash-Wil l iams [7] and Bondy and Hemminger [2], which 
together eference well over one hundred articles. 
The analogous conjecture for digraphs was recently shown to be false, 
when arbitrarily large pairs of non-reconstructable tournaments were 
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presented in [9]. Refinements of those constructions and extensions to 
general digraphs, together with exhaustive computer searches, have 
unearthed a surprisingly large number of other counterexamples. In this 
paper we discuss six infinite families of non-reconstructable digraph pairs. 
Later papers will describe other families as well as the known sporadic oun- 
terexamples that seem to defy classification. 
In Section 2 we describe how to build six different pairs of digraphs of any 
order p />5 of the form p=2 m+2 ", with 0~<n<m.  The next section 
contains the verification that each of these pairs contradicts the digraph 
reconstruction conjecture. An extension of these results to pseudo-digraphs 
and an examination of low order special cases appears in Section 4, while 
Section 5 offers a few concluding observations. 
2. FORMING THE DIGRAPHS 
For each integer p/> 5 of the form p = 2 m + 2 n with 0 ~< n < m we shall 
build six pairs of digraphs Ap and A*, Bp and B* ..... Fp and F* of order p. 
The construction is based on a remarkable family of tournaments T o first 
described, with slightly different notation, in [9]. We begin by examining 
these tournaments. 
DEFINITION. For each integer p of the form p = 2 n with n/> 0, Tp is the 
tournament with point set {v 1 ..... vp} and arc set {(v i, vj): odd( j - i ) -1  
(mod 4)}, where odd(k) is the integer that results from dividing k by the 
largest possible power of 2. 
The properties that make these tournaments interesting are precisely those 
needed in the next section in verifying claims about the digraph families. We 
list those results here; the proofs can be found in [9]. 
THEOREM 1. For each integer p = 2 n the following are true: 
(a) The tournament Tp is self-complementary; themapping vi-* vp +1-i 
reverses the direction of all arcs. 
(b) The first p/2 points each have score (outdegree) p/2, while the 
remaining p/2 points each have score p/2 - 1. 
(c) For p >/2, the first p/2 points induce a copy of Tp/2, as do the last 
p/2 points. 
(d) Tp has only the identity automorphism. 
(e) For each integer k, with 1 <~ k <.p, there exists an isomorphism Ok 
from Tp--v k onto Tp--vp+l_ k. Moreover, q)k maps all points with odd 
subscripts onto points with even subscripts, and vice versa. 
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Each of  the digraphs we construct consists of two of these tournaments 
joined by various sets of arcs. In order to describe them most easily, we first 
create molds Mp in which they can be formed. The letters in the mold are 
variables which will be assigned values from {0, 1 }. 
DEFINITION. For each integer p = 2 ~n + 2 n with 0 ~ n < m, M is the 
p • p matrix with the following entries. 
(a) M[i, i] = 0 for 1 ~< i~p.  
(b) If 1 ~i , j~2 m or i f2m+ 1 ~i , j~p,  then 
m[i, j ]  = 1 if odd( j -  i) -= 1 (rood 4) 
= 0 otherwise. 
(c) I f  1 ~ i~2"  and 2m+ 1 <~j~p, then 
M[i, j] = w if i + j even 
= x otherwise. 
(d) If 1 ~<j ~< 2 m and 2 m + 1 ~< i ~<p, then 
M[i,j] =y  if i + j  even 
= z otherwise. 
As an example, the matrix M12 is displayed in Fig. 1. We observe that the 
upper-left 8 • 8 submatrix is the adjacency matrix of Ts, while the lower- 
right 4 • 4 submatrix corresponds to T 4. 
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 w x w x 
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 x w x w 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 w x w x 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 x w x w 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 w x w x 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 x w x w 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 w x w x 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 x w x w 
y z y z y z y z 0 1 1 0 
z y z y z y z y 0 0 1 1 
y z y z y z y z 0 0 0 1 
z y z y z y z y 1 0 0 0 
FIG. 1. The matrix M12. 
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TABLE I 
Defining the Digraphs 
Digraph w x y z 
Ap 1 0 0 0 
A* o 1 o o 
Bp 0 0 1 0 
B*p 0 0 0 1 
Cp 1 0 1 0 
C* 0 1 0 1 
Dp l 0 0 1 
D*p 0 1 1 0 
Ep 1 1 1 0 
E*p 1 1 0 i 
F* 0 1 1 1 
We are now able to describe the six families of non-reconstructable 
digraph pairs. 
DEFINITION. For each integer p = 2 m + 2" with 0 ~ n < m, the digraphs 
Xp and X*, X E {A, B, C, D, E, F} of order p are defined in terms of 
adjacency matrices by assigning values to the variables of M according to 
Table 1. 
It is assumed in what follows that the points of Xp and X* are labelled 
v~ ..... Vp, and ua ..... up, respectively, in the order indicated by Mp. 
We close this section with the obervation that for p >/5 these six families 
of digraphs are disjoint. Ap and A* form the only pair containing points of 
outdegree as small as [(2 n -  1)/2], while Bp and B* are the unique pair with 
points of indegree this small. Similarly, Ep and E* can be identified by their 
points with indegree as large as p -  [(2 n + 1)/2], while Fp and F* are the 
ones with points of high outdegree. The two other families can be 
distinguished by noting that Dp and D* are tournaments but Cp and C* are 
not. 
3. VERIFICATION 
The reconstruction conjecture was presented in Section 1 in "if-then" 
form. Consequently, we shall confirm that the digraph pairs described above 
form counterexamples by first showing that they satisfy the subgraph 
isomorphism hypothesis and then proving that they fail to satisfy the 
isomorphism conclusion. 
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THEOREM 2. Let p be an integer of the form p = 2 m q- 2" with 0 <~ n < m, 
and let X E {A, B, C, D, E, F}. For each integer k from 1 to 2 m, let 
k' = 2 m+ 1-k ,  and for k from 2 m + l to p let k' =p + l - (k -  2m). Then 
the digraphs Xp - v k and X* - u k, are isomorphic, for 1 <~ k <. p. 
Proof. Let S 1 and S 2 be the sets of points v i of Xp with 1 ~< i ~< 2 m and 
2m+ 1 ~ i ~< p, respectively, and let S* and $2" be the analogous ets for 
X*. From the definitions of Xp and X~p we know that the digraphs induced 
by S1 and SI* are isomorphic to TErn, while S 2 and S* induce copies of TEn. 
Now suppose 1 ~< k ~< 2 m. From Theorem l(e) we know that there is an 
isomorphism Ck from the digraph induced by S 1 -  {Vg} onto that of 
S* - {uk, }. We extend ~k to all of $1 U $2 - {Vk} by defining ~k(Vi} = U i for 
V t in S 2. Clearly this extension is an isomorphism between the digraphs 
induced by S 2 and $2". Moreover, the parity-reversing property in Theorem 
l(e) guarantees that Ok maps arcs between S 1 and S 2 onto arcs between S* 
and S* correctly. Thus Ok is the desired isomorphism from Xp-  Vg to 
X~p-- Uk,. 
The case 2 m + 1 ~< k ~<p is similar, and the proof is omitted. 
Our next result reduces the number of cases that must be considered in the 
theorem which follows, and illustrates a few of the relationships among the 
digraph pairs. These and others similar to them are easily derived from 
Theorem l(a). 
LEMMA. The digraphs A;, A*, Bp, and B* are the complements of 
F*, Fp, E*, and Ep, respectively. The converses of Ap, A'p, Ep, and E* are 
B*, Bp, Fp*, and Fp, respectively, when p is odd, and are Bp, B*, Fp, and F* 
for even p. 
We are now ready to tackle the second half of the verification. 
THEOREM 3. For each p = 2 m § 2 n, 0 ~< n < m, p ~> 5, and each 
X E {A, B. C, D, E, F}, the digraphs Xp and ~ are non-isomorphic. 
Proof. In view of the preceeding lemma, it is sufficient o prove this 
result only for X = A, C, and D. 
The easiest case is Cp and C*. If we remove all symmetric pairs of arcs 
from Cp, we are left with a large connected component containing the points 
of S~ and a small component containing those of S 2. The same is true for 
C*, S*, and S*. Clearly, then, any isomorphism from Cp to C* must map S~ 
onto S* and $2 onto $2". Now S~ and SI* each induce a copy of T2m, so 
Theorem l(d) implies that any isomorphism must map v i onto u t for 
1 ~< i ~< 2 m. A similar comment holds for S 2 and S*. Thus the only candidate 
for an isomorphism from Cp to C* is the mapping that sends v t onto u i for 
all i from 1 top. This fails, however, as there is a pair of arcs between v~ and 
V2m+l in Cp but not between u1 and U2m+l in C*. 
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The case of Ap and A* is similar. From Theorem 1 (b) we infer that the 
points of $1 and S* have outdegree at least 2m-1+ [2" -~ J -1 .  The 
remaining points in each digraph have outdegree at most [2"-~J. Thus S 1 
must map onto S*, S 2 onto S*, and the same conclusion follows. 
The case of Dp and D* is more difficult, as there is no easy way to 
classify the points. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 0, or 
p=2m§ 1, is Theorem2 of [9]. For positive n, we again invoke 
Theorem l(b) in observing that the points of Dp in S 3 = tvi: 1 <~ i <<, 2 m-1 or 
2 m + 1 ~< i ~< 2 m § 2 n-1 } and those in the corresponding set S* of D* have 
outdegree 2 p-1. The remaining points in each digraph have outdegree 
2 p- 1 _ 1. Thus any isomorphism from Dp to D* must map S 3 onto S*. Now 
Theorem l(c) implies that S 3 generates a copy of Dp/2 of size 2 m-~ + 2 n-1 
while S* generates a copy of Dp/:.* By the induction hypothesis, there can be 
no isomorphism between Dp/z and D~2, and therefore none between Dp and 
D.* 
Our main result is obtained by combining Theorems 2 and 3. 
COROLLARY. For each integer p >/5 of the form p = 2 m § 2 ~, 0 <<. n < m, 
there exist at least six distinct pairs of non-reconstructable digraphs of order 
p, including at least one pair of tournaments. 
4. EXTENSIONS AND SPECIAL CASES 
So far we have considered only orders p that are the sum of two distinct 
powers of 2. The constructions of Section 2 can also be carried out in the 
case p --- 2 n + 2 n --- 2" § 1, although not all of the results of Section 3 still hold 
in this case. In particular, the digraphs Ap and A* turn out to be isomorphic 
to Bp and B*, and the same is true for E and F. Also, the tournaments Dp 
and D* are isomorphic to each other. We can salvage the following result, 
though, with essentially the same proof as before. 
THEOREM 4. l f  p = 2" with n >~ 2, then Ap and A*, Cp and C*, and Ep 
and E* form three distinct pairs of non-reconstructable digraphs. 
We can extend the results in another direction if we allow the digraphs to 
have loops. This leads to a four-fold increase in counterexamples, since for 
each pair of digraphs we can choose to have or not have loops on the first 
2 m points, and then independently choose for the last 2 n points. Also, when p 
is a power of 2, it is not hard to show that when loops are permitted, there 
are four counterexamples of type A, three of type C, one of type D, and four 
of type E. Multiple arcs can also be introduced in a fairly obvious way, 
resulting in a further explosion in the number of counterexamples. 
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For completeness, we examine the cases p = 2 and 3. Theorems 2 and 3 
are still true, although special proofs are required. However, the comments at 
the. end of Section 2 are no longer valid. When p = 2, for example, the 
digraph with no arcs is both A 2 and C2, the digraph with one arc is A2* and 
E:,  and the one with two arcs is C* and E*. Similar overlapping occurs for 
p = 3. We summarize the situation below. 
THEOREM 5. Any two of the three digraphs with 2 points form a non- 
reconstructable pair. For p= 3, there are precisely 10 non-reconstructable 
digraphs, namely A 3, A3* ~ B 3 , 3*, Ca, C3", D3, D3*, E 3 ~F3*, E3*, and F 3 . 
5. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A large number of reconstruction results have been proved about graphs 
and tournaments, and it would not be unreasonable to conjecture that 
analogous results hold for digraphs as well. Actually, several such 
conjectures are disproved by the digraphs presented here. For example, 
Harary and Palmer [4] proved that tournaments of order p ~ 5 that are not 
strongly connected can be reconstructed. However, the digraphs Ap, A*, Bp, 
and B* are never strongly connected. In fact, when p = 2m+ 2 these 
digraphs each have three strong components! Manvel [6] has proved that if a 
digraph is not strongly connected, then all the strong components can be 
found from the subdigraphs. The problem is that there is in general no way 
of determining how the arcs joining separate components are arranged. 
It has been observed in [1] and [9] that all known non-reconstructable 
tournaments of odd order are self-complementary, while for each known 
counterexample pair of even order the two tournaments are complements of
each other. The lemma to Theorem 3 destroys any hope of proving similar 
results for general digraphs. 
A third example concerns the degree-pair sequence of a digraph. Manvel 
[5] has shown that this sequence can be determined from the point-deleted 
subdigraphs. However, a stronger esult is true for graphs: it is possible to 
determine the degree of the point missing from each subgraph. None of our 
digraphs have this stronger property, which may explain why Manvel's result 
was so difficult to prove. 
We conclude by observing that these constructions produce non- 
reconstructable digraphs of all orders from 2 to 12 except 7 and 11. In fact, 
no counterexamples are known for these two sizes. An exhaustive computer 
search [8] found that all 7-point tournaments are reconstructable, but a 
similar study of 7-point digraphs is not feasible. Even the tournament 
problem is open for p = 11. 
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